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EVOline

®

Circle80 DisQ

More Wireless Charging
options with Circle80
The new EVOline Circle80 DisQ
is now available with a Wireless
Induction Charger integrated into
the 270° swivel cover.
Compatible devices can be charged
with the cover in both open and
closed positions, enabling each of
the familiar Circle80 functions to
still be fully operational.

Alternatively, if looking to elegantly
conceal the power and connectivity,
there is the new EVOline Circle80
Hide with a non-charging 360°
swivel cover revealing connectivity
as of when required.

Freely configurable
according to your
wishes
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Available with
internationally
approved sockets.

The Circle80 DisQ provides a perfect fit into any existing 80mm aperture, thus making it easy to retrofit/upgrade an existing product.
Smartphone to be placed flat on surface to charge. Versions with a magnetic ring are optimally fixed.
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Circle80 Access

Optimising Connectivity
with Circle80
The new Circle80 Access provides
compact and organised means of a
‘pull through’ of cables and connectivity from within any given 80mm
aperture.
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Variety of modules available,
depending on required size and
quantity of cables.
Where power/connectivity interface
not required within the surface, this
provides the optimal solution.
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EVOline

Circle80 Monitor plate

®

FrameDock Hide

Versatility.
Covered or uncovered.
The EVOline FrameDock
Hide provides the perfect
solution for flush mounted sockets or charging
into virtually any surface.
Totally modular, it can be
customized to suit your
needs however much or

little connectivity required.
Various finish options in
conjunction with only
53 mm total installation
depth make this a robust
and versatile allrounder.

The new cover system
enables your connectivity
to be covered or uncovered when not in use.

Brings together what
belongs together.
Power and data connections, where they are expected, combined directly
with the IT hardware.
The EVOline Monitor plate
is the optimal complementary module to the
award-winning EVOline Circle80 and makes
optimal use of its product
advantages.
EVOline Circle80 and
Monitor plate two that belong together.
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Available surfaces
Freely configurable
according to your
wishes

Available with
internationally
approved sockets.
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EVOline

This is how drawers are
safely electrified.

®

Wing

The horizontal and vertical cable management
system for all movable
and extendable furniture
parts EVOline Wing is the
solution for in-drawer-fitted sockets and charging
systems.
Wing guides cables behind the drawer to save
space without bending or
jamming them, ensuring
that drawers open and
close easily. Added to
kitchens or workrooms,
wooden or metal rear
panels, the fitted solution

can be mounted as required so that connections
are easily accessible and
securely concealed in the
storage space. Suitable
for all types of cables
such as HDMI, LAN, all the
way to wire ones that prevent drawers from being
opened out all the way.
The EVOline Wing is
compatible with a wide
range of EVOline systems,
according to your wishes
or requirements.
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1 Cable guide for wooden
back panel to be screwed on

1

2 Cable guide for
metal back panel
for clamping

3

2
3 Pre-assembled
cable guide arm

4

4 Mounting bracket

Patent pending.
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EVOline

OneLock
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Available with
internationally
approved sockets.

The DockFix is the ideal
solution for areas requiring
a high degree of versatility and customisation.
It scores top marks for
variable lengths and freely
configurable connections

for power, data and multimedia devices.
Thanks to the two metal
end caps with mounting
brackets, the DockFix is
easily fitted directly on,

or underneath the tabletop, sideboard or lounge
furniture, depending on the
model.

anywhere on the surface
and lies flat. As a result,
all connections are easy to
reach.

The clever part is that the
DockFix can be positioned

The DockFix also allows
plenty of design options.

Freely configurable
according to your
wishes

Available with
internationally
approved sockets.

Unlatch the OneLock
ring with the unlocking
device.

k

A special tool is required
to release the ring on the
fitted product.

ic

As the OneLock’s housing
was custom-developed to
be a secure fitting, retrofitting the traditional model,
or flush mounting isn’t
possible.

The OneLock is the ideal
power supply solution in
public areas because it
provides effective antitheft protection.

Cl

A printed lock symbol is the
only thing that differentiates the OneLock from the
conventional One variant.

DockFix

Practical versatility.

Protected everywhere.
The infrastructure of busy
public spaces like airports, libraries or school
buildings needs to have a
long life span.
And it has to be durable
and protected from theft.

®

Available surfaces
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Awarded

EVOline

Circle80

EVOline

FlipTop Push

EVOline

BackFlip

EVOline

One

EVOline

®

Square80

EVOline

Port Push

EVOline

®

Plug

®
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